
GAME FOCUS   

Play-to-Earn   |   Action-Adventure

GAMEPLAY & LOOP

No loop available yet.

Gameplay will be inspired by Drug Wars - a game based on hustling and selling drugs, and GTA1/2.

VALUABLE ITEMS

● DOPE NFT Bundles - limited edition of 8,000 NFT bundles that contain items with randomized 
attributes and rarity scores. Each one allows you to build a character to be used in game and 
provides an equal Governance Vote on Proposals from the DAO. These are LOOT-alike NFTs 
with in-game items like AKs, Rolls-Royces, Gold Chains, Diamond Rings, Gucci Belts, Black 
Hoodies, Air Jordan 1’s that players can equip/use in-game. 

● $PAPER token -  is the official currency of the Dope Wars ecosystem. All in-game mechanics 
will focus on the utility of this token. 

● Hustler/Dealer NFTs - are created by unbundling your DOPE NFT, equipping them with items, 
then minting a Hustler NFT with artwork all stored on the Ethereum blockchain.

TOKENOMICS

The cornerstone of the in-game economy is $PAPER with a total supply of 1 billion. It is the official 
currency of the Dope Wars ecosystem, and all in-game mechanics will focus on the utility of this 
token (performing tasks, modifying player’s character). Each new game mechanic gives more 
$PAPER utility and demand. All actions and changes in player character are fueled with $PAPER. 

TEAM

Project is community-driven. Jonathan Sheckter (@SheckyGreen) has jumped on board the project. 
He is a Music/Media Entrepreneur,  and a co-founder of the music and culture magazine The Source.

NOTABLE BACKERS

StarkWare - have matched the development grant from the DopeDAO. It essentially means, Dope 
Wars is the first gaming project built on StarkWare’s L2. StarkWare themselves most probably will 
use Dope Wars as a proof of concept to push adoption of other projects building on or migrating over 
to StarkWare. 

NEO TOKYO 

RESEARCH REPORT

GENRE

Free Roaming Role-Playing Video 
Game, Action-Adventure

CHAIN

ETH, StarkWare L2

PLATFORMS 

PC (mobile planned)

TARGET AUDIENCE 

Mostly Male, 16-45, Casual/Midcore 
Gamers 

SOCIAL STATS

          9.5k followers

          7.8k followers

CURRENT PHASE

Development, Close to Release

IMPORTANT DATES

TBA:
StarkWare Release - game will be 
promoted directly by that L2 as 
gaming use-case

TBA:
WorldWide Web3 Integration

dopewars.gg

twitter.com/TheDopeWars

discord.gg/VFbAX3JzPu

wiki.dopedao.org

t.me/DopeWarsPaper

withtally.com/governance/dopeWars

PROS

● Cooperation with StarkWare that plays well 
with upcoming L2 narratives.

● Known artist that prepares sprites and 
music for the project.

● Both $DOPE and $PAPER were airdropped 
for FREE to the community

● Plays nostalgic strings and has GTA1/2 feel.
● Release along with StarkWare (soon).

CONCLUSION

The game is built in the image of the well-known Drug Wars that definitely plays on nostalgic 
strings and gives the feeling of first editions of GTA. Originally, Drug Wars had 6,543,045 
downloads in 2005. Dope Wars is going to be released in new L2 - StarkWire, and will act as a 
case-study to encourage project migration to SW. Having in mind nice pixelated art, diamond 
handed community, advanced features of rebuilding $DOPE NFTs and active DAO, the project 
gives firm conviction about its success and probability.

CONS

● Community driven, which may impact 
delays.

● All decisions go through DopeDAO 
which means some decisions might 
take longer (no single point of 
decision).
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